
Pescador PILOT 12 
 SILENT TRACTION PAD KIT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  
   

THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
 •    Rubbing Alcohol or Acetone  •    Masking Tape
 •    Razor Knife   •    Hair Dryer
 •    Roller 

SURFACE PREPARATION FOR BEST ADHESION:
Using rag with rubbing alcohol or acetone, scrub surface area to remove all dirt,  
mildew, oil and other substances. 

INSTALLATION:

STEP 1: Before applying pads, layout each location on boat to confirm proper fit.

STEP 2: Using the razor knife, carefully cut a line down the center of the paper backing.  
DO NOT cut through the pad material itself. This will allow the paper backing to be 
 peeled off in two sections for a more controlled application. 

STEP 3: The adhesive backing bonds best at temperatures of 70 degrees Fahrenheit or higher  
and in low humidity. Using a hair dryer to warm the kayak surface area just before application will  
help to remove any moisture and promote better adhesion. Be careful not to melt the plastic.

STEP 4: Using masking tape, secure one end of pad in desired location to prevent it  
from shifting.

STEP 5: Remove paper backing from non-taped end/half and carefully position it into place by  
applying pressure. Be careful not to pull the pad while in position. Pulling will cause the pad  
material to stretch and not line up correctly.

STEP 6:  Once un-taped end is in position and adhered, remove backing paper  
(and masking tape) from other end and repeat. 

STEP 7: After each pad has been fully adhered on both ends, use a roller to apply downward  
pressure. This will remove any air bubbles and increase the overall surface bond. 

IMPORTANT: Exposure to the sun’s UV rays, along with exposure to other elements of nature,  
will have a negative impact on any material over time. Damage that can occur to pad material  
due to such exposure includes material breakdown and color fading. Proper storage of your  
kayak when not in use will prolong the life and colors of your traction pads.  

LOOKING FOR HELP?  NEED ANSWERS OR ADVICE?  
For quickest service, call us at 888-52-KAYAK (888-525-2925), from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ET. 

PERCEPTION KAYAKS  |  575 MAULDIN ROAD, SUITE 200  |  GREENVILLE, SC 29607  |  888-52-KAYAK  |  PERCEPTION.COM

SKU 8080020 
     #59504328



Pescador PRO 10 
 SILENT TRACTION PAD KIT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  

THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
 •    Rubbing Alcohol or Acetone  •    Masking Tape
 •    Razor Knife   •    Hair Dryer
 •    Roller 

SURFACE PREPARATION FOR BEST ADHESION:
Using rag with rubbing alcohol or acetone, scrub surface area to remove all dirt,  
mildew, oil and other substances. 

INSTALLATION:

STEP 1: Before applying pads, layout each location on boat to confirm proper fit.

STEP 2: Using the razor knife, carefully cut a line down the center of the paper backing.  
DO NOT cut through the pad material itself. This will allow the paper backing to be 
 peeled off in two sections for a more controlled application. 

STEP 3: The adhesive backing bonds best at temperatures of 70 degrees Fahrenheit or higher  
and in low humidity. Using a hair dryer to warm the kayak surface area just before application will  
help to remove any moisture and promote better adhesion. Be careful not to melt the plastic.

STEP 4: Using masking tape, secure one end of pad in desired location to prevent it  
from shifting.

STEP 5: Remove paper backing from non-taped end/half and carefully position it into place by  
applying pressure. Be careful not to pull the pad while in position. Pulling will cause the pad  
material to stretch and not line up correctly.

STEP 6:  Once un-taped end is in position and adhered, remove backing paper  
(and masking tape) from other end and repeat. 

STEP 7: After each pad has been fully adhered on both ends, use a roller to apply downward  
pressure. This will remove any air bubbles and increase the overall surface bond. 

IMPORTANT: Exposure to the sun’s UV rays, along with exposure to other elements of nature,  
will have a negative impact on any material over time. Damage that can occur to pad material  
due to such exposure includes material breakdown and color fading. Proper storage of your  
kayak when not in use will prolong the life and colors of your traction pads.  

LOOKING FOR HELP?  NEED ANSWERS OR ADVICE?  
For quickest service, call us at 888-52-KAYAK (888-525-2925), from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ET. 

PERCEPTION KAYAKS  |  575 MAULDIN ROAD, SUITE 200  |  GREENVILLE, SC 29607  |  888-52-KAYAK  |  PERCEPTION.COM

SKU 8080021  
#59504329



Pescador PRO 12 
 SILENT TRACTION PAD KIT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  

THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
 •    Rubbing Alcohol or Acetone  •    Masking Tape
 •    Razor Knife   •    Hair Dryer
 •    Roller 

SURFACE PREPARATION FOR BEST ADHESION:
Using rag with rubbing alcohol or acetone, scrub surface area to remove all dirt,  
mildew, oil and other substances. 

INSTALLATION:

STEP 1: Before applying pads, layout each location on boat to confirm proper fit.

STEP 2: Using the razor knife, carefully cut a line down the center of the paper backing.  
DO NOT cut through the pad material itself. This will allow the paper backing to be 
 peeled off in two sections for a more controlled application. 

STEP 3: The adhesive backing bonds best at temperatures of 70 degrees Fahrenheit or higher  
and in low humidity. Using a hair dryer to warm the kayak surface area just before application will  
help to remove any moisture and promote better adhesion. Be careful not to melt the plastic.

STEP 4: Using masking tape, secure one end of pad in desired location to prevent it  
from shifting.

STEP 5: Remove paper backing from non-taped end/half and carefully position it into place by  
applying pressure. Be careful not to pull the pad while in position. Pulling will cause the pad  
material to stretch and not line up correctly.

STEP 6:  Once un-taped end is in position and adhered, remove backing paper  
(and masking tape) from other end and repeat. 

STEP 7: After each pad has been fully adhered on both ends, use a roller to apply downward  
pressure. This will remove any air bubbles and increase the overall surface bond. 

IMPORTANT: Exposure to the sun’s UV rays, along with exposure to other elements of nature,  
will have a negative impact on any material over time. Damage that can occur to pad material  
due to such exposure includes material breakdown and color fading. Proper storage of your  
kayak when not in use will prolong the life and colors of your traction pads.  

LOOKING FOR HELP?  NEED ANSWERS OR ADVICE?  
For quickest service, call us at 888-52-KAYAK (888-525-2925), from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ET. 

PERCEPTION KAYAKS  |  575 MAULDIN ROAD, SUITE 200  |  GREENVILLE, SC 29607  |  888-52-KAYAK  |  PERCEPTION.COM

SKU 8080022 
#59504330



Pescador 10
 SILENT TRACTION PAD KIT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  

THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
 •    Rubbing Alcohol or Acetone  •    Masking Tape
 •    Razor Knife   •    Hair Dryer
 •    Roller 

SURFACE PREPARATION FOR BEST ADHESION:
Using rag with rubbing alcohol or acetone, scrub surface area to remove all dirt,  
mildew, oil and other substances. 

INSTALLATION:

STEP 1: Before applying pads, layout each location on boat to confirm proper fit.

STEP 2: Using the razor knife, carefully cut a line down the center of the paper backing.  
DO NOT cut through the pad material itself. This will allow the paper backing to be 
 peeled off in two sections for a more controlled application. 

STEP 3: The adhesive backing bonds best at temperatures of 70 degrees Fahrenheit or higher  
and in low humidity. Using a hair dryer to warm the kayak surface area just before application will  
help to remove any moisture and promote better adhesion. Be careful not to melt the plastic.

STEP 4: Using masking tape, secure one end of pad in desired location to prevent it  
from shifting.

STEP 5: Remove paper backing from non-taped end/half and carefully position it into place by  
applying pressure. Be careful not to pull the pad while in position. Pulling will cause the pad  
material to stretch and not line up correctly.

STEP 6:  Once un-taped end is in position and adhered, remove backing paper  
(and masking tape) from other end and repeat. 

STEP 7: After each pad has been fully adhered on both ends, use a roller to apply downward  
pressure. This will remove any air bubbles and increase the overall surface bond. 

IMPORTANT: Exposure to the sun’s UV rays, along with exposure to other elements of nature,  
will have a negative impact on any material over time. Damage that can occur to pad material  
due to such exposure includes material breakdown and color fading. Proper storage of your  
kayak when not in use will prolong the life and colors of your traction pads.  

LOOKING FOR HELP?  NEED ANSWERS OR ADVICE?  
For quickest service, call us at 888-52-KAYAK (888-525-2925), from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ET. 

PERCEPTION KAYAKS  |  575 MAULDIN ROAD, SUITE 200  |  GREENVILLE, SC 29607  |  888-52-KAYAK  |  PERCEPTION.COM
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Pescador 12 
 SILENT TRACTION PAD KIT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  

THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
 •    Rubbing Alcohol or Acetone  •    Masking Tape
 •    Razor Knife   •    Hair Dryer
 •    Roller 

SURFACE PREPARATION FOR BEST ADHESION:
Using rag with rubbing alcohol or acetone, scrub surface area to remove all dirt,  
mildew, oil and other substances. 

INSTALLATION:

STEP 1: Before applying pads, layout each location on boat to confirm proper fit.

STEP 2: Using the razor knife, carefully cut a line down the center of the paper backing.  
DO NOT cut through the pad material itself. This will allow the paper backing to be 
 peeled off in two sections for a more controlled application. 

STEP 3: The adhesive backing bonds best at temperatures of 70 degrees Fahrenheit or higher  
and in low humidity. Using a hair dryer to warm the kayak surface area just before application will  
help to remove any moisture and promote better adhesion. Be careful not to melt the plastic.

STEP 4: Using masking tape, secure one end of pad in desired location to prevent it  
from shifting.

STEP 5: Remove paper backing from non-taped end/half and carefully position it into place by  
applying pressure. Be careful not to pull the pad while in position. Pulling will cause the pad  
material to stretch and not line up correctly.

STEP 6:  Once un-taped end is in position and adhered, remove backing paper  
(and masking tape) from other end and repeat. 

STEP 7: After each pad has been fully adhered on both ends, use a roller to apply downward  
pressure. This will remove any air bubbles and increase the overall surface bond. 

IMPORTANT: Exposure to the sun’s UV rays, along with exposure to other elements of nature,  
will have a negative impact on any material over time. Damage that can occur to pad material  
due to such exposure includes material breakdown and color fading. Proper storage of your  
kayak when not in use will prolong the life and colors of your traction pads.  

LOOKING FOR HELP?  NEED ANSWERS OR ADVICE?  
For quickest service, call us at 888-52-KAYAK (888-525-2925), from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ET. 

PERCEPTION KAYAKS  |  575 MAULDIN ROAD, SUITE 200  |  GREENVILLE, SC 29607  |  888-52-KAYAK  |  PERCEPTION.COM

SKU 8080024  
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Perception DIY Kit 
 SILENT TRACTION PAD KIT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  

THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
 •    Rubbing Alcohol or Acetone  •    Masking Tape
 •    Razor Knife   •    Hair Dryer
 •    Roller 

SURFACE PREPARATION FOR BEST ADHESION:
Using rag with rubbing alcohol or acetone, scrub surface area to remove all dirt,  
mildew, oil and other substances. 

INSTALLATION:

STEP 1: Before applying pads, layout each location on boat to confirm proper fit.

STEP 2: Using the razor knife, carefully cut a line down the center of the paper backing.  
DO NOT cut through the pad material itself. This will allow the paper backing to be 
 peeled off in two sections for a more controlled application. 

STEP 3: The adhesive backing bonds best at temperatures of 70 degrees Fahrenheit or higher  
and in low humidity. Using a hair dryer to warm the kayak surface area just before application will  
help to remove any moisture and promote better adhesion. Be careful not to melt the plastic.

STEP 4: Using masking tape, secure one end of pad in desired location to prevent it  
from shifting.

STEP 5: Remove paper backing from non-taped end/half and carefully position it into place by  
applying pressure. Be careful not to pull the pad while in position. Pulling will cause the pad  
material to stretch and not line up correctly.

STEP 6:  Once un-taped end is in position and adhered, remove backing paper  
(and masking tape) from other end and repeat. 

STEP 7: After each pad has been fully adhered on both ends, use a roller to apply downward  
pressure. This will remove any air bubbles and increase the overall surface bond. 

IMPORTANT: Exposure to the sun’s UV rays, along with exposure to other elements of nature,  
will have a negative impact on any material over time. Damage that can occur to pad material  
due to such exposure includes material breakdown and color fading. Proper storage of your  
kayak when not in use will prolong the life and colors of your traction pads.  

LOOKING FOR HELP?  NEED ANSWERS OR ADVICE?  
For quickest service, call us at 888-52-KAYAK (888-525-2925), from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ET. 

PERCEPTION KAYAKS  |  575 MAULDIN ROAD, SUITE 200  |  GREENVILLE, SC 29607  |  888-52-KAYAK  |  PERCEPTION.COM

SKU 8080027 
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